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III. - A History of Meathop Woods. Part z — Prehistory.

By JOHN SATCHELL.

Introduction
EATHOP Woods (National Grid Reference, SD 437796) occupy an area of 55 ha
(136 acres) on the dips and scarps of Meathop Fell, a limestone hill rising from the
edge of Morecambe Bay. The hamlet of Meathop, five farms and six families in 177oí,
lies in a remote peninsula in one of the most sparsely populated counties in England.
Before 1818, when a Turnpike Act was passed for building a new road connecting the
Furness peninsula with the north-south route of the mainland, Meathop was approached
at low tide by coach, nine miles across the sands of Morecambe Bay to Kentside, south
of Grange-over-Sands and thence by foot or horse. Alternatively, around the head of
Morecambe Bay, a road could be followed, described in 1817 as a "mountainous track
of road (which) beggars description". The population, far from a market town, lived
almost entirely as subsistence farmers. In 1731, James Barrow of Meathop was licenced
"to use and exercise the art and mystery of a drover" and in 1749 George Taylor of
Meathop was a shipwright but, with a few such exceptions the inhabitants made what
living they could from the fields and the woods. At the seaward end of the hamlet, the
estate of Low Meathop, 278 acres (113 ha) in 181o, included 109 acres (44 ha) of meadows, pasture and arable fields, 28 acres (II ha) of peat moss, 48 acres (19 ha) of rough
fell grazing and 88 acres (36 ha) of woodland. In 1964, part of this woodland, a relic of
the old coppice industry, was leased for ecological research in the International Biological
Programme. This historical study was undertaken as a background to this research.

M

Forest clearance in the Lake District and Furness
When Mesolithic man first settled in the Lake District between 5000 and 3000 B.C. he
lived around the shores and estuaries, hunting, catching wildfowl and fishing. He had
flint-tipped arrows, harpoons, scrapers and knives but neither axes nor domestic animals
to make clearings in the closed forest. Mesolithic flints found in the Pennines suggest
that he followed the game by way of the upland ridges, amongst the sparse birch forests
approaching the tree line. 2 By about 2000 B.C., much of this upland birch forest had
been virtually destroyed by Neolithic man and his grazing animals, to be succeeded
through a Rake's Progress of leaching and erosion by large areas of blanket peat. 3 In the
vicinity of Bronze Age settlements, the upland forest was subsequently destroyed locally
to be replaced by hill grassland and heather moor, but elsewhere thick woodlands still
persisted from the lower moorlands to the valley bottoms into Roman times. Pollen
records from peat overlying the ruins of Hardknott fort at the head of Eskdale, Boo feet
(c. 240m) above the port of Ravenglass (Glannaventa) show that oakwoods still grew
around and above the fort when the Romans withdrew in the late second century A.D. 4
The establishment of Furness Abbey in 1127 brought to the area west of Windermere
the sheep farming and wool trading on which the wealth of the Cistercian order was
founded. East of Windermere, in the Barony of Kendal, a similar expansion of sheep
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farming led to the growth of Kendal as a great centre of the mediaeval wool trade.
Through successive centuries the nibbling sheep of Furness and Westmorland changed
the landscape from forest-with-clearings to pasture-with-woodlands.
At the Dissolution of the Monasteries in 1537, the Commissioners for Furness Abbey
reported "There ys moche wood growing in Furneysfells in the mounteynes there as
Byrk Holey Ashe Ellers (Alder) Lyng lytell short okes and other underwood but no
tymber of any valewe". 5 In 161o, in the whole of the Lordship of Furness, an area of
approximately 190 square miles (c. 49okm) there remained, according to a survey of the
`Forests, Parkes, and Chases and all other woods' belonging to the Duchy of Lancaster, 6
only
Timber trees 4740
Saplings 8831
Shorte, stubbed and diseased trees 10311
Underwood 3410 loads

The coppice system was already well established, a jury of 1609 reporting, "Wee find
that some p'te of the woods within Lowe Furness have been coppiced and springed sence
the Thirtieth year (i.e. 1588) of her Majesties late reigne". 7 Planting, particularly of
birch for charcoal, became common in the late eighteenth century. West, in his 1774
account of the Furness area, writes, 8 "The demands for coal (charcoal), wood and timber
for the mines are such, that land is daily setting off and inclosing for the purpose .. .
the flocks of sheep being thereby greatly diminished". Some of the species planted are
listed, with a characteristic comment, by Wordsworth (1810) 9 "Other trees have been
introduced within these last fifty years, such as beeches, larches, limes, etc. and plantations of firs (Scots pine), seldom with advantage, and often with great injury to the
appearance of the country". The native woodlands of Britain, like its human population,
are a mixture of the battered remnants of former times and the introductions of many
centuries.
Meathop Woods are no exception. Liberal interpretation of fragments of circumstantial
evidence, supported by some fortunately surviving records, shows a long history of
human influence. The present structure and ecology of the woods are as much a function
of their past as of their climate and soils.
Prehistory of the Meathop district
Evidence for the effects of early man on the vegetation of the Meathop district comes
from pollen analyses of the peat mosses around the head of Morecambe Bay 3 and finds
of prehistoric remains. 10 No hut circles, burial mounds or early artefacts have been found
on Meathop Fell itself, but within five miles (8km), prehistoric remains have been found
at about 6o sites (Fig. I). They include Neolithic worked timber and polished stone axes;
Bronze Age arrowheads, axes, axe-hammers, whetstones and a spearhead; corduroy
roads, probably late Bronze Age, in two nearby areas of peat bog; and two Iron Age hill
forts, one at Castlehead, less than half a mile from Meathop Woods.
The earliest of these finds, microliths from Kirkhead Cave, south-west of Meathop
and from Levens Park, north-east of Meathop, show that the area was known to Mesolithic hunters. In the Vale of Pickering and in continental Europe, charred wood has been
found with Mesolithic remains, indicating that these people knew the use of fire and
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possibly used it in hunting to drive game. 11 No evidence of the use of fire by Mesolithic
hunters has been found in the central Lake District however, and local pollen records
give no indication of human impact on the vegetation in the Mesolithic period from about
5000 B.C. to shortly before 3000 B.C. It seems safe to assume that the small population
of these people, living along the shores of Morecambe Bay, had little effect on the closed
forest immediately inland.
The species composition of this forest can be inferred from pollen analyses of nearby
mires, tarns and lakes. The mires lie on a deposit of estuarine clay laid down in a marine
transgression which ended in the Atlantic period. 12 The mires beginning as fens and .
reedswamps surrounded by alder carr, became converted into raised bogs in Atlantic and
Sub-boreal times. Zone VIIa of pollen stratigraphy shows the neighbouring primary
forest to have consisted dominantly of oak, elm, birch, and hazel with localised pine,
linden on the limestone, and occasionally ash, possibly in natural breaks in the closed
canopy. At the top of this zone, the proportion of elm pollen begins to decline, a feature
of pollen records throughout Northern Central Europe, widely attributed to the use of
elm leaves by Neolithic man as fodder. Evidence for this rests mainly on finds of heaps
of collected leaves at a settlement site at Weier, Switzerland, and widespread folk records
from all over Europe of the use of leaves, twigs and bark for fodder up to the late
nineteenth century. 13 Cattle eat its bark with relish when green food is scarce. 14 The elm
present in northern Britain at the time of the primary elm decline must undoubtedly
have been Ulmus glabra, the Wych Elm. The outstanding nutritional value of its foliage
as indicated by its high content of protein and minerals and its palatability as indicated
by its low tannin content, is shown by the following analyses of leaves, collected at leaf
fall from Meathop Woods:
Table I. — Chemical composition (% dry wt.) of foliage of Wych Elm and other trees and
shrubs.
Elm
Ash
Hazel

Protein*

Ca

14.1

27
2.5

I2.0

Mg
o•63
0.38

P

K

Tannins**

0'092
0.059

0.69
o•64
o•85

0
I.22

0'45

0'33

o•38

1'33

i•8
0.30
II.6
o•o83
8•I
I•4
0.28
0.044
Oak
8•I
I.6
o•18
0.059
* %N x 6.25. ** Tannin data from Satchell and Lowe 1967. 15

Birch

0.52

There is no direct evidence of the destruction of elm by Neolithic man in Britain and
alternative explanations of the primary elm decline either from climatic change" or
disease are possible. There is no doubt however of the decline of elm at the transition
from the Atlantic to the Boreal zones in the Lake District where, from several sites it
has been placed by radio-carbon dating between 3300 and 3000 B.C. 3
Characteristic pollen profiles from the raised bogs round the head of Morecambe Bay
which show the elm decline clearly have been described by Oldfield and Statham (1963) 16
and Oldfield (1963) 17 from Ellerside Moss and Thrang Moss (Fig. 2) a few kilometres
respectively west and east of Meathop. Both show an acceleration in the elm decline
early in the Sub-boreal period from about 3000 B.C., accompanied by a general increase
in the proportion of grass and herb pollen to tree pollen, and by the occurrence of pollen
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of Plantago lanceolata, the ribwort plantain. The Plantago pollen is variously taken as
an indicator of cultivation, grassland, or patches of bare ground. 11 An increase in Fraxinus
pollen in this horizon is regarded as an indicator of a thinning of the forest, allowing ash
to compete more successfully. Overall, the changes in the composition of the pollen are
widely accepted as the result of forest clearance by Neolithic farmers, following Iversen's
(1941) 18 interpretation of the Danish evidence in his "Landnam i Danmarks Stenalder".
There is ample evidence of Neolithic activity near Ellerside, especially around Flookburgh where many polished stone axes have been found. They include fine thin-butted,
narrow axes often with faceted sides, and large tree-felling axes.
The earliest radio-carbon date yet obtained for axe manufacture in Great Langdale is
2730 B.C. and by 2500 B.C. they were widely traded in England and Scotland, the Isle of
Man and, to a lesser extent, in Ireland. 10 They would have provided an effective tool for
the later forest clearances by farmers of Middle Neolithic times. Remains of an early
Neolithic settlement near Thrang Moss have been found in the form of dressed timbers
excavated at Storrs Moss 19 and surface finds of axes of Great Langdale type have been
found on the higher ground a few kilometres inland from the coastal mosses at Barber
Green and on Whitbarrow. Late Neolithic pottery, sherds of Beaker Ware and Romano
British material were found in the limestone of Warton Crag in a cave which was almost
certainly inhabited from Neolithic times.
Contemporaneous with the `Landnam' clearance of Thrang Moss, pollen tentatively
identified as of cereal type 3 appears in lowland Cumberland in association with a Langdale
stone axe in peat at Williamson's Moss, Eskmeals and somewhat later, about 2200 B.C. 20
at Ehenside Tarn. In the Morecambe Bay sites no cereal pollen is found at this time and
the clearances are thought to have been made for stock-keeping purposes.
From about 2000 B.C., a new race of settlers, the Beaker people, reached Britain from
northern Europe, some of them entering the area along the northern edge of Morecambe
Bay. Pottery with twisted cord marks from Sizergh Fell and other sherds from Warton
and from Levens Park, show the penetration of these people a short distance from
Meathop. So far, no evidence of grain is associated with such finds in the Lake District
where the Beaker people appear to have been herdsmen and hunters. 10 About 1500 B.C.,
their culture merges with that of Bronze Age when the polished stone axe was gradually
replaced by bronze axes of various forms. Large, perforated stone axe-hammers first
appear at this time of which specimens have been found near Backbarrow, Ealinghearth,
Ayside, Upper Holker, Cark, Sizergh, Low Levens and across the sands from Meathop
at Arnside. Stone hammer or mace heads, probably also of this period, have been found
near Lindale and Beetham.
Amongst the bronze tools and weapons of the Middle Bronze Age, an angle-flanged
axe and convex flanged axe from near Flookburgh, and a tanged chisel from Kirkhead
Cave indicate continued occupation of coastal sites known to Neolithic settlers. An
engraved dagger of this date, probably of Irish origin, was found in Helsington Moss a
few miles from Meathop up the Gilpin valley. From the Late Bronze Age, a harness
strap mount is known from Grange and a leaf-shaped spear-head from Whitbarrow. In
this period, some time between Boo and 500 B.C., a wetter climate resulted in renewed
growth of Morecambe Bay peat mosses. Two corduroy tracks, which may have been
constructed to cross the increasingly wet surface of the bogs at this time were formerly
known from Rawson's Moss and Stakes Moss. Throughout the Bronze Age, down to
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the time of the Pre-Roman Iron Age forts of Warton Crag and Castlehead, the latter
approximately one kilometre from Meathop, the pollen record suggests a period of
continuous occupation around the coastal belt with small clearances in the forest, hunting, fishing and stock-rearing but with little or no arable farming.
During the Roman occupation, the fort at Watercrook was only eight miles (c. 13km)
north-east of Meathop but the area south of the roads linking Watercrook, Ambleside,
Hardknott and Ravenglass appears from its absence of forts and signal stations not to
have been garrisoned. Roman coins found at Grange-over-Sands and Cartmel, the latest
minted in 25o A.D., suggest some contact with the local tribes, perhaps by trading, and
burial cairns on Sizergh Fell and bracelets and other finds in a cave at Haverbrack,
provide evidence of an indigenous population near Meathop in Romano-British times.
There is some evidence for a climatic improvement in the Late Romano-British centuries
leading to the formation of a zone of highly humified peat in the Morecambe Bay bogs,
dated to c. 436 A.D. at Helsington Moss. Below this horizon at both Helsington and
Ellerside, the pollen record shows renewed forest clearance, accompanied without doubt
at Helsington and most probably at Ellerside, by the cultivation of cereals. Broadly
synchronous changes have been described 21,17 in the pollen stratigraphy of Nichols Moss
and Foulshaw Moss, the palynological sites nearest to Meathop.
From the period following the departure of the Romans, only fragmentary evidence
of the life of the British population survives but a peat sample from Ellerside just
above the humification layer shows a pronounced reduction in weed pollen, doubtless a
reflection of the dereliction of farm land and its reversion to forest as a result of climatic
oscillation. Similar phases of forest regeneration are identified at various depths in the
pollen profile. 16
About the middle of the seventh century the area around Morecambe Bay was penetrated from the east by the English of the Kingdom of Northumbria. The Iron Age fort
at Castlehead may have been reoccupied by the British at this time, Northumbrian coins
having been found at Castlehead and in a cave near Merlewood. By the late seventh
century the Anglian conquest was complete for Symeon of Durham records that King
Ecgfrith (670-85) gave St. Cuthbert "the land called Cartmel and all the Britons in it".
Local evidence of the Anglian occupation survives in an Anglian cross in Heversham
church and in such place name endings as tun — a farmstead or village, wic — a dairy
farm and ham — a homestead. Helsington, Sedgwick, Heversham and Beetham provide
examples around the head of the Kent Estuary. Whether Meathop Fell was settled at
this period is unknown. Possibly its small size and isolation amongst the surrounding
bogs and coastal marshes prevented the clearance of its forest cover and its use for grazing
domesticated animals.
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